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Economic centers of northern Appalachia (Johnstown, Pittsburgh, Steubenville, Weirton, Wheeling, and
Youngstown) define the Rust Belt because of their historical association with the steel industry.
Steelworkers and mills populate the work of regional male authors and poets such as Thomas Bell, Robert
Bruno, and Robert Gibb. Their work constitutes a subterranean canon of literature, however, works about
the steel industry written by women are overlooked. Women steelworkers and writers such as Harriet
Simpson Arnow, Jan Beatty, Margaret Byington, Steffi Domike, Eliese Colette Goldbach, Rebecca HardingDavis, and Eleanor Wymard explore the mills and the life of steelworkers in their works.
Depiction of Steelworkers

Description and Details

Writing as a Steelworker

In the book, Homestead: The Households of a Mill Town,

Rebecca Harding Davis, in Life in the Iron Mills

The speaker in Jan Beatty’s poem in "The Punch," (Red

originally published in 1910 (reprinted in 1974), Margaret

(1861), described “masses of men, with dull

Sugar, 2008) tells of “the language of breaking a man

Byington wrote about the families, living conditions, and the

besotted faces bent to the ground” and “the vast

down,” and her “father is mouthy, he’s union" in an imagined

ethnic conclaves of steelworkers at the turn of the 20th

machinery of system by which the bodies of

scene of a fight between a steelworker and foreman.

century. She focused on the work of women in relation to

workmen are governed.”

The Women of Steel newsletter (1979) exposed

the family life of the male steelworker.

In Harriet Arnow’s novel, The Dollmaker (1954),

discrimination occurring against pregnant women

In Talking Steel Towns: The Men and Women of America’s

the main character, Gertie Nevels, observed the

steelworkers injured on the job in an article entitled

Steel Valley (2007), Ellie Wymard wrote about women

landscape of WWII Detroit: “The smoke thickened,

"Workers' Compensation Disabled by Pregnancy." Pregnant

steelworkers (including Steffi Domike and the Women of

and through it came sounds such as they had

women with work-related injuries were not awarded

Steel organization), and the impact of the 1974 Basic Steel

never heard; sometimes a broken clanking,

Workers' Compensation because injuries were attributed to

Consent Decree (to end to discrimination against women

sometimes a roar…a mighty thudding that

pregnancy rather than work-related by company doctors.

and minorities in the steel industry). Wymard quoted

seemed more like the trembling of the earth than

Harding-Davis (1861) described the work of a steelworker

Domike as saying, “By observing and listening to them

sound,” and “flame and red boiling smoke above

as an observer: “Wolfe…dug into the furnace of melting iron

(older men who were losing their physical strength)…

the gray shed-like buildings.”

with his pole, dully thinking how many rails the lump would

women were able to learn how to maximize their own

Steelworker Steffi Domike described the mill as “a

yield.” Goldbach described a similar action (2020) as a

muscle and use work tools to their best advantage. This

city in your nightmare…spewing this ghastly

participant: “Watch me, he motioned. Mike stood upright

doesn’t mean there wasn’t a lot of sexism on all levels.” In

yellow stuff…fumes and the sounds of things

and coaxed the garden hoe through the metal as if he were

response to sexism and harassment, Domike wrote the

backing up all the time” during an interview with

using a push broom. The dross broke apart under the

pamphlet, Snappy Answers to Stupid Questions: Some

Ellie Wymard in Talking Steeltowns: The Men and

weight of his movements and drifted into a channel on the

Hints for Women in the Mills for Getting Through the Verbal

Women of America’s Steel Valley (2007).

far side of the pot.”

Abuse to hand out to women coworkers.

"Every inch of the mill is a screaming reminder:

Eliese Colette Goldbach wrote in her memoir, "seasoned

In first issue of the Women of Steel newsletter (March,

This is the kind of place that will kill you. This is

steelworkers had...names for new hires...greenies, newbies,

1979), Marlene Huddleston, member of USW Local 1397

the kind of place where people die," Eliese Colette

and fresh meat...Orange Hats." Orange hardhats identified

(Homestead, PA) was quoted as saying, "We took those

Goldbach related in the opening paragraphs of

an inexperienced worker. Goldbach reflected, “I value what

jobs for the same reason the men did--to support ourselves

Rust: A Memoir of Steel and Grit (2020).

the [yellow hard] hat represented—I felt a deep affection for
the mill and its people, and I knew I was lucky to be a

and feed our families."

member of a union.”

CONCLUSIONS
In early works by women the narrator or speaker functioned as an observer rather than a participant.
The portrayal of emotions and physical descriptions developed and evolved.
Workplace communications, like newsletters and pamphlets, validated the experiences of women steelworkers.
The depiction of steelworkers changed to include women working in the mills.

